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A previous inequality [2] in certain context, which holds in the application 
to the monotonicity of correlations in classical discrete Heisenberg ferromagnets 
with 2-dimensional spin [3], is extended to positive definiteness of a function 
on a group. 
Recent work of Ginibre [l] suggests that monotonicity of correlations 
in ferromagnets should follow from the positive definiteness of some 
appropriate functions of the correlations. A recent result of the author [2] 
inspired by the monotonicity of correlations for spin-l Ising ferromagnets 
is cast into this pattern and as a consequence a result of Hurst and the 
author [3] on the monotonicity of correlations in classical discrete 
Heisenberg ferromagnets with 2-dimensional spin is strengthened. The 
ingredients in the argument include a modest amount of combinatorics 
(inclusion and exclusion), group theory (and positive definite functions 
in the sense of Bochner on groups), and physical motivation. 
THEOREM 1. Let y be a real valuedfunction on the non-negative integers. 
A suficient condition that, for each positive integer n, each finite group G, 
normal subgroups G, ,..., G, and their left cosets g,G, ,..., g,G, 
c d#V g 6 g&H (1) 
be a positive definite function of 
(g, ,..., g,) E G x ... x G 
is that 
&J(O) 2 0, k = 0, 1, 2, 3 ,... . (2) 
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Proof. LetiV==,f{l ,..., n>.(VSCN.) 
G(S; g, ,..., 8,) z .f-) g,G :. G( 0 ; g, ,..., gn) = G. 
IES 
Since G(S; gl ,..., gn) is empty or a coset of G(S; e,..., e) where e is the 
identity of G, #G(S; g, ,..., g,J = 0 or #G(S; g, ,..., g,J = #G(S; e ,..., e). 
The set of (g, ,..., g,J satisfying the latter condition is a subgroup of 
%==dfG x ... x G, in particular the subgroup 
‘W) =a -01 ,.-., id : W; gl ,..., gn) f aa>. 
Note that (e,..., e) E S(S). Further, suppose (g, ,..., gn) and (h, ,..., hJ 
are in 9(S). Then there is an a E &g,Gi and a b E ni&Gt . Thus 
ab E n,,gJz,G, , U-I E niesg;rGi and ‘9(S) is a subgroup of 3. On this 
account #G(S; g, ,..., g,) is a positive definite function on ‘9’. 
Let @(gl ,..., g,) =df CQEG~(#{i : 9 E g,G&. As in [2], the method of 
inclusion and exclusion yields 
%Tl ,***, gn) = c #Wf; gi ,..., g,) d”“dO). (3) 
MCN 
Thus, if (2) is satisfied, Q, is a non-negative linear combination of positive 
definite functions and is positive definite. 
In the application [3, Q 31, condition (2) is satisfied and so in that 
case we can conclude the positive definiteness of @, not merely that 
C&e,..., 4 2 @kI ,..., g,>. 
We are tempted to conjecture that (2) is necessary for the positive 
definiteness of @ but we have been unable to establish this. If @ is positive 
definite, then 
(a) dky(0) >, 0, k = 0,2,3 ,... 
(b) v(k) 3 0, k = 0, 1, 2 ,... and 
Fact (a) for k = 2,3,... follows from [2]. The case k = 0 follows from (3) 
by letting G be the direct product of 2, with itself m times, G1 = {(e,..., e)}, 
IZ = 1 and letting m -+ co. The remaining cases of fact (b) follow from (3) 
by letting G = 2, , G1 = G, = .** = G, = G. Fact (c) follows from (3) 
by letting G = 2, , G, = G, = 1.. = G, = e. 
A curiosity arising in the proof of theorem might be mentioned now. 
Not only is #G(S; g, ,..., g,J a positive definite function of (gl ,... g,J 
but it is also a positive definite function of S where the group operation is 
symmetric difference. Unlike the former result this does not use the 
582a/r&-2 
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G 1 ,..., G, being normal subgroups of G. It merely uses G, ,..., G, C G. 
This can be seen as follows. For each i E N let Fi be a finite set with 
F = (JzENFi . For each MC N let f(M) = #nisMFi . The Fourier trans- 
form f satisfies f(P) = CMMCN( - l)#(PnM,f(M). 
THEOREM 8. 
(VP c M) f(P) 2 0 
Proof. Let Q C IV. We let the set 
A, =af ULoFi) n (nioiv-o(F - Fill 
and observe the algebraic number of times it contributes to 
M;N C-1) WnM)# (-) Fi , 
iEM 
(4) 
This contribution is 
Thus 
f(P) = C 2#‘#& , 
OrlP= 0 
which satisfies (4). 
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